Haulers

Overview:

Collect food donations from Clark County Food Bank and other food donation sites. Must have a valid license and be able to pass a driver’s background check. General duties may include loading donations into van and unloading their vehicle when delivering merchandise to FISH. Lift truck operators encouraged to apply and may be certified upon request.

- Perform a pre-trip inspection of vehicle, log mileage in van checklist daily
- Check that the cargo is properly loaded and secure
- Log inventory upon delivery to FISH on the clipboard beside the lava lamp
- Food drive barrel donations must be weighed in and logged on barrel chart as well as incoming donations sheet
- Be courteous and respectful while picking up donations to all food distribution businesses
- Establish a point of contact & phone number with donors
- Work with FISH warehouse personnel to ensure all delivered goods are placed in appropriate locations; freezer and cooler products must immediately go into corresponding locations to prevent food waste and spoilage
- Food Handler’s Permit encouraged; you will be reimbursed for the $10 fee
- One hauler must have the ability to lift between 20 – 50 lbs. to load and unload van
- Second hauler must have the ability to lift boxes weighing up to 20 lbs. to load and unload van
- Carts and hand trucks are available at warehouse to use
- Log hours in Hauler’s Log beside lava lamp and always wear name badge
- Must be able to commit to at least one three hour shift per week

Drivers are prohibited from driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs that would impair a driver’s ability to perform their job.